GUARDSPRO

Integrated Guard Tour
Dispatcher
GuardsPro’s real-time guard tour
dispatcher helps you register
dispatch calls coming in from multiple
sources, collect real-time updates
from assigned security guards on
the ground, and manage important
information within the system.

Centralized Real-Time
Dispatch Software
GuardsPro’s centralized real-time
dispatch software helps you to
access data effortlessly to remove
communication lags so that priority
calls are never missed in urgent
situations.

Manage Dispatch Calls
From A Single Platform

Get Live Updates On
Dispatch Call Status

Keep Dispatch Call
Data Organized

Register new dispatch calls and
assign them to multiple security
guards using a single platform.

Get real-time updates to keep track
of the dispatch calls assigned to
the security guards by viewing live
notes, audio, video, and images.

GuardsPro dispatcher helps
dispatchers register important
call information and stores it in an
organized manner to minimize
response time.
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GUARDSPRO

GuardsPro: The Reliable
Guard Tour Dispatcher
Get Live Activity Status
Get live activity status of the guards on the
ground by quickly finding out which guard
has copied the dispatch ticket, is on the way
or has arrived on the site.

Reduce Response Time
Organized dispatch data allows the efficient
management of calls coming in from multiple
sources to ensure emergencies are responded
to in the least possible time.

Why Choose GuardsPro’s Web-Based
Security Guard Dispatcher?
GuardsPro Guard Tour Dispatcher centralizes and
connects all your staff using a single platform to
ensure on-time action, cutting down response time
with properly organized data.

How GuardsPro Streamlines
Communication Flow?
GuardsPro Guard Tour Dispatcher cuts down
the chances of chaos and confusion with realtime data when an urgent situation demands
your complete attention.
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Dispatch Live Notes
GuardsPro makes it easier for the dispatcher to
add and view the live notes sent by the guard
without refreshing the page so that he stays
updated on the status of emergency calls.

Site-Specific Updates
Enable site-specific updates to focus on more
violence-prone sites. Since, each one of them is
unique in terms of the number of site patrols,
incident history, or the security officer deployed.

Eliminate Human Error
Automate the way you manage dispatch calls
to make sure no important call is ever missed,
and every security guard gets the aid whenever
required.
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